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ATHENS: Outgoing Greek Finance minister Yanis Varoufakis leaves on his motorcycle with his wife Danai after his resignation at the ministry of finance in downtown Athens yesterday. — AFP 

Greece finance minister out 
Eurozone weighs cost of ‘No’ vote

ATHENS: Greece’s Prime Minister Alexis
Tsipras yesterday sacrificed his finance min-
ister in a gesture aimed at placating euro-
zone creditors, which must now decide
whether to loan more money to the debt-
wracked country or prepare for a “Grexit”. A
day after the Greeks said a resounding “No”
to further austerity measures in return for
bailout funds in a crunch referendum,
finance minister Yanis Varoufakis said he
was stepping down immediately and at
Tsipras’s request. The flamboyant minister,
who had openly irritated his European
counterparts, said on his blog announcing
his resignation that “I shall wear the credi-
tors’ loathing with pride.”

The euro had tumbled as much as 1.6
percent in electronic trading immediately
on the 61-percent ‘No’ result from the refer-
endum, but recovered after Varoufakis’
shock resignation to $1.1086, just 0.25 per-
cent lower. European markets also gave a
relatively muted reaction, with losses limit-
ed in mid-morning trade at around 1.5 per-
cent.

German Chancellor Angela Merkel was
to meet with French leader Francois
Hollande in Paris amid a flurry of other
meetings to size up the implications of the
vote, a victory for Greece’s radical left-wing
Tsipras, who insisted it did not mean a “rup-
ture” with Europe. Eurozone leaders were
also due to hold an emergency summit
today, and several of them had described
the vote as an in-out decision on Greece’s
euro membership.

With capital controls shuttering banks
and rationing euros from ATMs, Greece
urgently needs a cash injection from the
European Central Bank (ECB) to prevent
its economy grinding to a halt. Failing
that, it could be forced to print IOUs or
return to  the drachma -  ef fec t ively
heralding a Greece exit from the euro, or
Grexit .  Varoufak is’ depar ture fuel led
hopes that the creditors - the ECB, the
European Commiss ion and the
International  Monetar y Fund ( IMF)  -
could be persuaded to return to negotia-
tions.

‘A Pyrrhic ‘No’?’ 
French Finance Minister Michel Sapin

said it was now up to the Greek govern-
ment to make new proposals. “The vote
itself solves nothing,” he said, adding that
the margins for dialogue with Greece were
“very thin”. European leaders had reacted
with a mix of dismay and to the figures
released by the Greek interior ministry early

Monday showing the final tally in the refer-
endum at 61.31 percent “No” and 38.69 per-
cent “Yes”, with turnout at 62.5 percent.

Tsipras has “torn down the bridges”
between Greece and Europe, Merkel’s
deputy chancellor, German Economy
Minister Sigmar Gabriel,  told the
Tagesspiegel newspaper. Jeroen
Dijsselbloem, who heads the Eurogroup of
finance ministers, called the Greek “No”
result “very regrettable for the future of
Greece”. He is due to hold a teleconference
on Monday morning with European
Commission head Jean-Claude Juncker and
European Union president Donald Tusk and
the head of the Eurogroup of eurozone
finance ministers. Meanwhile, German and
French finance ministers were holding talks
in Warsaw, while the Euro Working Group
of top treasury officials was to meet in
Brussels. More than three quarters of
Greeks want to stay in the eurozone,
according to surveys but analysts are now
putting the chances of a Grexit at “very
high”. “Did Tsipras celebrate a Pyrrhic ‘No’?”
asked Carsten Brzeski, chief economist at
ING-DiBa bank.

There is “lots of bad blood is on the
floors, Greek banks are closed and Greece
does not have a bailout programme,” he
noted. Holger Schmieding, analyst at
Berenberg bank, also warned that the
change in finance minister may be “more
symbolic than a change of substance” as
Varoufakis has not been leading the nego-
tiations since April. “Greece is in limbo until
further notice, sliding towards Grexit unless
Athens changes course,” he said.

Massive Debt 
After a jubilant celebration on Sunday

night by “No” voters, Athens returned to the
reality of queues at ATMS for their daily
withdrawals of just €60 ($67) imposed last
week as part of capital controls to halt a
haemorrhage of cash. Tsipras, 40, insists
that instead of Grexit, the creditors will
finally have to talk about restructuring the
massive, €240-billion ($267 billion) debt
Greece owes them. Last Tuesday, his coun-
try defaulted on a €1.5-billion repayment
to the IMF, becoming the first developed
country to fall into arrears to the institu-
tion.  That same day, the last EU-IMF bailout
for Greece ran out, despite Tsipras’ appeals
for it to be extended. Greece was officially
declared in default on Friday by the
European Financial Stability Facility, which
holds €144.6 billion ($160 billion) of Greek
loans. — AFP  

SHANGHAI: Chinese stocks rose yesterday, as an
unprecedented series of support measures
unleashed by Beijing brought some relief to a
market whose headlong slide over the past three
weeks had raised fears about the stability of the
world’s second-biggest economy. In an extraordi-
nary weekend of policy moves, brokerages and
fund managers vowed to buy massive amounts of
stocks, helped by China’s state-backed margin
finance company, which in turn would be aided
by a direct line of liquidity from the central bank.

The CSI300 index of the largest listed compa-
nies in Shanghai and Shenzhen closed up 2.9 per-
cent, while the Shanghai Composite Index gained
2.4 percent. That represented a significant pull-
back, however, from an initial burst of euphoria
that pushed both indexes up around 8 percent
when trading began, raising questions about
whether the rebound can be sustained. Oliver
Barron, China policy research analyst at NSBO,
said it wasn’t just faith in the markets at stake
after investors had ignored official measures to
prop up equities as indexes slid around 12 per-
cent last week. “After the market continued to fall
despite myriad support measures, the govern-
ment reached peak panic mode and must have
worried that investors would not only lose confi-
dence in the markets, but in the government
itself,” he said.

The rapid decline of China’s previously boom-
ing stock market, which by the end of last week
had fallen around 30 percent from a mid-June
peak, had become a major headache for
President Xi Jinping and China’s top leaders, who
were already struggling to avert a sharper eco-
nomic slowdown. In response, China has orches-
trated a halt to new share issues, with dozens of
firms scrapping their IPO plans in separate but
similarly worded statements over the weekend, in
a tactic authorities have used before to support
markets.

Traders have also complained that some firms
may be ducking out of the market turmoil by
seeking a trading suspension, as an unusually
large number of companies - about a quarter of
all those listed in Shanghai and Shenzhen - have
filed for a halt. Recent falls in commodity markets,
which are sensitive to expectations of Chinese
demand, underline the broader fears among
global investors about the strength of the econo-
my. Shanghai copper posted its steepest daily
drop in 5 months yesterday, Chinese steel prices
are at their lowest level since the depths of the
global financial crisis and iron ore has fallen 17
percent since mid-June.

Small Investors
Millions of novice investors piled into the mar-

ket as the Shanghai index rose more than 150
percent beginning late last year. Some made big
profits but the slump has left many with shares
worth less than they paid and hoping for a
rebound so they can sell. “I hope I can bow out of
the stock market after I break even,” said Liu Yun,
a Beijing schoolteacher who put 80,000 yuan
($13,000) into the market since last year and now
has shares worth 62,000 yuan ($10,000).

“I am down on the stock market for the com-
ing two years,” said Yu Xing, CEO of a company in
the eastern city of Nanjing that makes streaming
content for websites. He said he has lost one-
quarter of his 400,000 yuan ($65,000) investment
since late last year. The decline has wiped out
about 15 trillion yuan ($2.4 trillion) in market cap-
italization.

Analysts say one factor driving the downward
spiral in prices is that investors who bought
shares with credit from brokers - known as mar-
gin lending - are being forced to sell to repay
loans. “There is still no sign the market will turn
around, since investors’ confidence has suffered a
huge blow,” said Hu Huopeng, market strategist
for Founder Securities. “ The blow to small
investors is even harder, since the market dipped
each time regardless of what the government
did,” said Hu. “The hearts of small investors have
become very fragile and they should stay away
from the market until it is totally stabilized.”

Banks Surge, Small Caps Slump
Yesterday’s stock market gains were focused

on blue chips, the explicit target of the stabilisa-
tion fund, particularly the big banks, with the
likes of Bank of China, Agricultural Bank of China
and ICBC all surging nearly 10 percent. In contrast
the ChiNext growth board, home to some of
China’s giddiest small-cap valuations, fell 4.5 per-
cent. “Whether the blue chips will calm the small
caps, or the small caps will continue to unsettle
the rest of the market remains to be seen,” wrote
Hong Hao, chief strategist of BOCOM
International.

Hong Kong shares fell, widening the valuation
gap between the domestic “A” and Hong Kong “H”
listings of Chinese firms, with foreigners net sell-
ers through the Connect scheme that connects
the Hong Kong and Shanghai exchanges. China
stocks had more than doubled over the past year,
despite a cooling economy and weakening cor-
porate earnings, resulting in a market that even
China’s bullish securities regulators eventually
admitted had become too frothy. But the slide
that began in mid-June quickly showed signs of
getting out of hand. —Agencies 

China stocks rise after govt steps in

BEIJING: A man walks past office workers smoking near a statue of a bull in the Central
Business District yesterday. — AFP 


